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Pillars of Community:
Debbie and David Felsen
CSS Volunteers

Special Recognition in
Appreciation for
50 years of Service:
Pearl Bassan

Teen Honorees:
Renee Fuller
Lili Panitch
Benji Wilbur

Program
Shabbat Morning
Recognition of Teen Honorees
Renee Fuller
Lili Panitch
Benji Wilbur

Saturday Evening
Opening Remarks
Presentation of Honorees
Pillars of the Community
Debbie and David Felsen
Community Security Service (CSS) Volunteers
Recognition of 50 Years of Service
Pearl Bassan
Closing Remarks

Pillars of
Community Honorees

Special Recognition
for 50 Years of Service

Debbie and David Felsen

Pearl Bassan

The Felsens became involved in the Beth Sholom community almost
immediately upon coming to Potomac. Debbie is the quintessential
Jewish hostess, opening her home to friends and visitors. Debbie also
provides support for various programs throughout the shul. David
served on the Board of Directors and served three terms as President.
During David’s tenure, Beth Sholom made significant changes,
including the hiring of Rabbanit Fruchter and Executive Director
Jessica Pelt, and the initiation of CSS. The Felsens are involved in
learning, fundraising and hospitality throughout the shul and the greater
Jewish community. Their eldest, Briana, is an Associate Area Director
for AIPAC. Their son, Sammy, recently made aliyah to join the IDF
and received the prestigious honor of Chayal Mitztayen (Exemplary
Soilder) during basic training.

Pearl has been an essential part of Beth Sholom for more than 50 years.
She has worked with 6 rabbis, 4 executive directors, 2 cantors and in
2 buildings. An essential component of the transition from 13th and
Eastern to Potomac, she takes pride in how she actually became friends
with many of our members and still keeps in touch with them. Pearl
started her Jewish communal career with her husband, Jake, when
they directed the Hillel at Queens University in Kingston, Ontario.
She brought that same dedication to the entire Washington Jewish
community. In addition to her commitment to Beth Sholom, she has
been very active in the Chevra Kadisha, Bikur Cholim and Amit,
importantly helping train the next generation in performing taharot. We
are going to miss her and wish her much happiness as she now has more
time to spend with her family.

Pillars of
Community Honorees
CSS Volunteers
Community Security Services is a nonprofit organization that works to
augment the security of Jewish organizations, institutions, and events.
More than 40 people actively participate in CSS at Beth Sholom,
and many others were instrumental in getting it started. They train in
security procedures and regularly spend hours training, scheduling,
developing and planning evacuation and lockdown drills, and taking
shifts on Shabbat and holidays. Our volunteers help with other shul
programs and events, and are outside rain or shine (preferably shine),
in heat or freezing cold, often arriving before 8:00 every Shabbat. They
work closely with the office, law enforcement and Federation.
Team members—left to right, top to bottom:
Moshe Schwartz (CSS Chief), Glenn Katz (Team Lead),
Jason Salamon (Team Lead), Jeremy Waldstreicher (Team Lead),
Eric Silberg (Team Lead), Jonathan Siegel, Ido Orlov, Harriet Edelson,
Izaak Bozof, Debra Panitch, Gene Gurevich, Giorgio Kulp,
Abraham Mizrahi, Sam Charnoff, Eddie Seiler, Joel Schwarz,
Jason Billington, Jonah Green, David Gould, Benjy Freedman,
Andrew Field, Marci Serfaty, Jared Rubenstein, Jonathan Helfgott,
Dan Landsberger, David Fuller, Debbie Chemerinski, and
David Glassman.
Not shown: Haim Alvial, Yitzhak Arad, Jamey Charapp, Elias Epstein,
David Felsen, Paul Glashofer, Sam Kleiner, Steve Kreisler, Bill Landau,
Philip Martin, Talia Martin, Joseph Rashti, and Ari Yares.

Teen Honorees
Renee Fuller Renee is a senior at the Berman
Hebrew Academy. For the last four years, she has
led Shabbat groups for Beth Sholom’s children of all
ages. In 10th grade, Renee was a davening leader for
the 4th-grade girls at Berman. She is the captain of
the Berman girls varsity basketball team, VP of the
Student Council, and the editor-in-chief of the Cougar
Currents newspaper. Renee plans on studying in seminary in Jerusalem
next year and then attending Washington University in St. Louis.
Lilianne Panitch Lili is a senior at Berman Hebrew
Academy. Lili credits her strong love for Judaism to
her early Beth Sholom roots: from Torah Tots, Beth
Sholom ECC, Davening Divas, Teen Minyan and
then as a Beth Sholom youth leader volunteering
in various roles. At Berman she has held many
leadership positions including Student Council, CoEditor of Yearbook, President of Israel Action Committee, Captain of
Varsity Soccer, High School Davening Leader for 2nd grade as well as
participating in various clubs and sports. Lilianne thanks the community,
her parents, and grandparents for their support and positive rolemodeling. Lili is excited to be continuing her Jewish studies and growth
next year in Israel.
Benji Wilbur Benji is a senior at the Berman Hebrew
Academy. He has been a part of the Beth Sholom
family since he was born and attended the ECC.
He has organized and run the Teen Minyan at Beth
Sholom for the past 2 years, acting as Gabbai and
leyning many of the weeks. At Berman he is a Peer
Tutor, Co-Editor of the Yearbook, and Captain of
the Ultimate Frisbee team. He is also proud to have completed over 100
hours of community service every year of high school. Benji’s amazing
vegetable garden is well known to many in the neighborhood and he runs
his own landscaping business in the summer. He plans to spend next year
in Israel learning in a Yeshiva before attending college.

Annual Honoree
Celebration Committee
Event Co-Chairs
Kathy Katz
Lissa Shorr
Evelyn Marcus-Wheeler
Honorary Event Co-Chairs
Debra and Aaron Bassan
Briana Felsen

Committee
Stephanie & Mark Eidelman
Miriam & Mordecai Feinberg
Marissa & David Fuller
Sara & Paul Glashofer
Stephanie & Gene Gurevich
Kim & Arnie Hiller
Angela Gadsby & Avi Hofman
Judy & Fred Kranz
Debra Panitch
Rochelle & Bruce Wiener
Deborah & Josh Wilbur

Rabbi Nissan Antine, Senior Rabbi
Rabbanit Hadas Fruchter, Assistant Spiritual Leader
Jessica Pelt, Executive Director

Dear Friends,

This past year, our community mourned the kedoshim who were killed at the
Tree of Life shooting in Pittsburgh. The incident unfortunately reminded us of

During Beth Sholom Congregation’s 72nd annual honoree celebration, we feel

the importance of the dedication of our CSS Team. They have put in countless

a deep sense of hakarat hatov (gratitude) for our wonderful, warm, thriving

hours on behalf of protecting our shul. They stand outside, no matter the weather,

community. We honor the past, savor the present, and anticipate a wonderful

and come early to do this important job. They are also the first faces that we

future in realizing our vision together in our spiritual home. Tonight, we honor

see on Shabbat and on holidays, and they serve the holy function of welcoming

those who have worked so hard to help contribute to the kedusha (holiness),

newcomers while keeping all of us safe at the same time.

warmth, and community that is created here.
We don’t take for granted our amazing staff, lay leadership, and volunteers. We
An essential quality of living a Jewish life is consistency--showing up every day

are grateful to have this opportunity to honor you and celebrate your commitment

for the service of Hashem and Klal Yisrael. Pearl Bassan exemplifies this concept.

to our community.

She is a pillar of our shul and has spent fifty years working selflessly in our office.
Through six rabbis, four executive directors, and two buildings, Pearl remained

May Hashem bless all of the honorees with good health, success, and happiness.

a strong and consistent presence in our shul. Pearl has been a part of so many

Mazal Tov!

important moments in the shul—from big transitions on an organizational level to
the quieter moments, such as seeing so many of us go through important life cycle
events. We are forever grateful for your service, Pearl, and what your brought to
Beth Sholom is part of the fabric of our culture, our walls, and our community.
Debbie and David Felsen are beloved members of our community. They are
deeply respected and model commitment to the shul, Torah learning, tefillah, and
hospitality. For the two of them, being in a community is about so much more
than just being in the same building as their peers. They constantly open their
home and their table to new and familiar faces and will always step in to go the
extra mile to warmly connect to others. They raised two children, Briana and
Sammy, who are deeply committed to Torah values, the Jewish community, and
Medinat Yisrael. David served three terms as shul president and we know that
this is one of the most thankless and difficult jobs in the Jewish community, but
he approached the role with great concern for those around him. We saw the
hours and immense energy that David invested, always with humility and respect,
in listening to the needs of our community. Debbie and David, we learn from
your example. Thank you.

Rabbi Antine and Rabbanit Fruchter

Dear Friends,
Welcome to Beth Sholom Congregation and Talmud Torah's 72nd Annual
Honoree Celebration.
Beth Sholom Congregation relies heavily on the financial support it receives
from this, our largest fund raising initiative of the year. This year, we are trying
something “new” by returning to our past in scheduling the celebration in the
evening. This morning in Parsha Yitro we read the Ten Commandments for
the first time this year. Throughout the Tanach, the Jewish nation is referred
to as the Children of Israel, and it is only fitting that at Shul this morning we
acknowledged the amazing work done by three of our teens, Renee Fuller, Lili
Panitch, and Benji Wilbur. Our commitment to youth and teen programming are
an essential component of what we do best as a Shul and a community, and we
are so fortunate to have Renee, Lili, and Benji to help lead the way along with our
wonderful professionals.
In addition to changing the time of the event, we have attempted to make tonight
a special celebration of the outstanding service and accomplishments of our
honorees. Our honorees represent the best of what Beth Sholom is. Our honorees
represent the dedication and commitment to Judaism that defines Beth Sholom.
One of our honorees is a group of deeply committed volunteers who week in
after week out spend hours of their time and their Shabbat and Yomim Tovim
ensuring that we are safe. Our Community Security Services team (CSS) under
the leadership of Moshe Schwartz and Glenn Katz have recruited and trained
more than 40 individuals who are at shul from 8:00 am or earlier untill services
and kiddush are completed. In addition to keeping Beth Sholom safe our CSS
has worked with other shuls in and out of the region to assist them in establishing
a similar cadre of volunteers. Our CSS team has benefited from the training
and support that they have received from the Community Security Service, a
nonprofit organization that has trained over 4,000 volunteers to keep synagogues,
day schools, and other Jewish institutions across the country safe. We thank ALL
of our CSS volunteers for a job well done.
It is a safe wager that Pearl Bassan knows more about Beth Sholom than any
person here this evening. And why not, she has spent more than 50 years with
this congregation. She helped facilitate the move from downtown to Potomac
and has worked with 6 rabbis, 4 executive directors, 2 cantors and many, many
presidents. Unfortunately for me, I started my term as Pearl was preparing for

her well deserved retirement. Pearl, although you reside in Silver Spring, you will
always have a home here in Potomac at Beth Sholom and with your many friends
in the community. We wish you years of good health and lots of enjoyment with
your family.
Debbie and David Felsen model what makes Beth Sholom such an amazing
place. Their warmth, hospitality, commitment, and love for this shul and this
community are impossible to describe in words. All that Debbie and David have
to hear is "I am visiting the area", and an invitation for Shabbat is immediately
extended. That invitation often turns into a successful recruitment effort on behalf
of Beth Sholom and the neighboring community. As my predecessor, David
has agreed to continue as an integral part of my Executive Committee and has
been a truly outstanding mentor to me. His accomplishments as president are
outstanding, but perhaps his biggest attribute is a thirst for Jewish knowledge
that knows no bounds. This thirst, coupled with a quick wit, a heart of gold, and
the ability to get to shul on time for Shabbat morning Daf Yomi review after a
long Friday night!!
David’s commitment to honoring his wonderful dad, Lonny’s (z’l), memory is
matched by his compassion and caring for his mom, Shelia, and his love for
Debbie, Briana and Sammy. Thank you for everything!
This event could not have come together without the tireless efforts of so many
people. Our event co-chairs Kathy Katz, Lissa Shorr and Evelyn MarcusWheeler have planned out every detail working hand in a hand with Jessica Pelt,
our Executive Director, and Stevie Friedman, our Events Manager. It is through
the efforts of the rest of our staff, Rachel Zutshi, our Accounting Manager, Arene
Windolph, our Bookkeeper, and Amanda Cohen, our Office Coordinator, that
this wonderful event has come together, along with our wonderful maintenance
staff. I cannot overstate my thanks and appreciation for all your hard work
and dedication to the Shul and this event. To the event committee and all who
contributed through attending tonight, contributing as a sponsor, or participating
in the Tribute Journal, thank you for helping make tonight’s event a success.
Mazel Tov to all our honorees and thank you for helping us build a better
Beth Sholom.
Arnie Hiller
President

Dear Friends,
Welcome to Beth Sholom’s 72nd Annual Honoree Celebration. Thank you for
participating in this wonderful event.
This year’s honorees represent the best of Beth Sholom Congregation and
Talmud Torah. They represent dedication, commitment, and selflessness. They
represent community, leadership, and friendship. And above all, they demonstrate
how each person, by giving the best of themselves to their shul, can make the
synagogue community a better place.
What can really be said about Pearl Bassan, someone who dedicated 50 years
of her life to Beth Sholom? She saw Beth Sholom through transformation and
change. Pearl was with Beth Sholom since our time on 13th Street. She has been
a part of the generational lifecycles of countless members. Pearl epitomizes so
much of Beth Sholom. She has persistence and drive. Beth Sholom would not be
the shul it is today without her contribution.
Debbie and David Felsen are a couple who exemplify the best of Beth
Sholom. Regardless of what is needed, Debbie and David are amongst the first to
step up and volunteer, and they do so with humility and grace. They are people
with many interests and many talents. They are unwavering in their support of
family, friends and community.
Participating as a CSS Volunteer is more involved than it seems. Individuals
go through continued training, and then take turns to keep our shul safe. The
community sees them on Shabbat and holiday mornings, but there is so much
more that goes into their participation in the CSS organization’s efforts to protect
our Jewish way of life.
Our teen honorees, Renee Fuller, Lili Panitch and Benji Wilbur, are all
known to their peers. They are instrumental in Teen Minyan, and through their
lives have been integral parts of Beth Sholom and its youth program.
Just as this year’s honorees all exemplify the soul of Beth Sholom
Congregation and Talmud Torah, we couldn’t achieve everything that happens
in the shul seven days a week without the efforts of a committed staff, every one
of whom has contributed to this event. Rabbi Antine and Rabbanit Fruchter,
Stevie Friedman, our Event Manager, who is the logistics visionary behind so
many of the details of tonight’s events, Rachel Zutshi and Arene Windolph,
our finance team, Amanda Cohen, our Office Coordinator, and our maintenance
staff (Junior Ortiz, Julio Feliu, Marco Ponce, Ricardo Laos, and Silvia Cea).
Thank you for your efforts as individuals and as a great team.
A very special thank you to Ken Falk, our intrepid graphic designer, who
has brought his talents to the event’s invitations, posters, and, perhaps most
prominently, to our Tribute Journal. He makes these things seem so easy.
Please join me in extending a Yasher Kochachem to our honorees, and a very
special thank you to everyone who came together to make our celebration such a
wonderful event.
Jessica Pelt
Executive Director

Dear Friends,
It is with great pleasure that we welcome you to the 72nd Annual Honoree
Celebration. We are pleased to pay tribute to an amazing group of people and
community members: Debbie and David Felsen, our CSS Volunteers, and
Pearl Bassan, and our Teen Honorees, Renee Fuller, Lili Panitch and Benji
Wilbur. Each and every person has provided so much to our Shul and to our
community. Their time, energy and devotion often goes unnoticed, but it is never
unappreciated. It is our pleasure to say thank you for all you do for us and our
community.
Thank you to each of our honoree's families, who continue to support the
hard work, the commitment of time, and the honorees dedication to making Beth
Sholom a wonderful community and home.
An event like this does not happen without individuals generously contributing
their time and talent, and we are especially grateful to the many folks who helped
us as we planned and organized the event.
o Jessica, Stevie, Rachel, Arene and Amanda, our office staff, who faithfully
assisted with all of the details and ensuring that no item was forgotten.
o Junior Ortiz and the rest of the maintenance staff (Julio, Ricardo, Marco,
and Silvia) who worked tirelessly to prepare for this event. We appreciate
their efforts today and every day, but specifically on set up, clean up, and
logistics.
o Larry Dekelbaum and Signature Catering and staff whose thoughtful
presentation and delicious menu helped make this event a success.
o Ken Falk whose design skills and creative eye helped shape the journal,
invitations and posters.
o Elana Mendelson, whose inspired and creative decorating design has made
this event beautiful.
o Debra Panitch, for her wisdom, assistance and contributions.
o Anthony Marill, our photographer, for helping us document this wonderful
evening.
o The Dinner Committee members who helped throughout the entire
planning process and worked tirelessly to support and recognize the honorees.
o Those who we accidentally forgot to list. There are too many to name,
and we know how hard you worked and how much time you put into this
celebratory event.
Finally, to each of you who supported this event and Beth Sholom today and
throughout the year. We are grateful for your contributions, your time and your
dedication to our community.
Arnie Hiller, Kathy Katz, Evelyn Marcus-Wheeler, Lissa Shorr

Annual Giving Plan

Beth Sholom Congregation and Talmud Torah gratefully acknowledges all of its
Annual Giving Plan members. Our “AGP program” is a key part of Beth
Sholom’s community and operating budget. These annual commitments enable
Beth Sholom to make more informed decisions and do better financial planning.
Thank you to all of our AGP members. We couldn’t do it without you.
Sarah & Rabbi Nissan Antine
Carole & Wes Ashendorf
Riva Mirvis & Danny Ball
Debra & Dennis Berman
Beth & Ken Berman
Faith & Philip Bobrow
Gilly & Jonathan Cannon
Lisa & Jonny Charnoff
Stephanie & Mark Eidelman
Beki & Jonathan Engler
Diana Ely-Epstein & Michael Epstein
Rosalinda & Raul Fainchtein
Suzanne & Michael Feinstein
Debbie & David Felsen
Louise & Allan Fisher
Sara & Paul Glashofer
Elissa & Saul Goldfarb
Allison & Larry Green
Heather & Ben Greenblum
Toni Waldman & Charles Gross
Marlene & Basil Herzstein
Kim & Arnie Hiller
Sarah & Ed Himmelfarb
Angela Gadsby & Avi Hofman
Barbara & David Karp
Michele & David Klein
Jill & Fred Klein
Meyer Koplow
Tovah & Michael Koplow
Jocelyn & Danny Krifcher

Deborah Katz & Ruben Lamdany
Tanya & Al Lampert
Belinda & Adam Lehman
Sharon & Steven Lieberman
Debra & Harold Luks
Caryn & Mitch Malkus
Belly & Ernesto May
Bashi & Roger Packer
Debra Reiter Panitch
Orlee & Irwin Panitch
Harriet Ganson & Elliot Pinta
Sharon & Russ Roberts
Tsippora & Jim Rosenberg
Joan & Marvin Rosenberg
Benita & Robert Sandler
Ilene & Syd Schneider
Shelley & Lester Severe
Michael Simball
Barbara Straus
Amy & Jud Subar
Margot & Philip Sunshine
Suzette & Mark Tanen
Julia Korenman & Howard Tracer
Barbara & David Weisel
Laurie & Robert Wexler
Rochelle & Bruce Wiener
Marilyn & Michael Zenilman
Lynn Charytan & Marc Zweben
Anonymous

Emerald Sponsors
Sara & Paul Glashofer
Tanya & Al Lampert
Sharon & Steve Lieberman
Bashi & Roger Packer
Debra Reiter Panitch

Sapphire Sponsors

Debbie & David Felsen
Kim & Arnie Hiller
Michele & David Klein
Debra & Harold Luks
Joan & Marvin Rosenberg
Rachel Wolkinson-Rubinstein & Jason Rubinstein
Lissa & Andrew Shorr

Gold Sponsors

Sarah & Rabbi Nissan Antine
Lisa & Jonny Charnoff
Debbie & Sam Charnoff
Stephanie & Mark Eidelman
Suzanne & Michael Feinstein
Nancy & John Krooth
Deborah Katz & Ruben Lamdany
Tsippora & Jim Rosenberg
Courtney Rackley & David Schwartz
Margot & Philip Sunshine
Suzette & Mark Tanen

Silver Sponsors

Debra Sunshine & Abe Cherrick
Ricki & Al Cytryn
Debra Band & Michael Diamond
Judith & Gerald Frank
Allison & Larry Green
Heather & Ben Greenblum
Ellen & Gabe Herman
Marlene & Basil Herzstein
Tovah & Michael Koplow
Harriet Ganson & Elliot Pinta
Debbie Fisch-Sasson & Gideon Sasson
Shelley & Lester Severe
Barbara & David Weisel
Ann & Martin Weiss
Rochelle & Bruce Wiener
Susan & Alan Zuckerman

Bronze Sponsors
Ruth Edelman & Philip Berkowitz
Toby & Phil Berman
Blank, Moorstein, & Lipshutz, LLP
Hannah & Alan Fisher
Elissa & Saul Goldfarb
Robin & David Gould
Stephanie & Gene Gurevich
Zahava & Michael Hurwitz
Amy & Jud Subar
Evelyn Marcus-Wheeler

Other Contributions
Susan & Isaac Abraham
Lisa & Marcus Aron
Joy Sturm & Ken Drexler
Michelle & Michael Glick
Eve & Jonathan Kagan
Rabbi Herbert Panitch
Mira & Eric Silberg
Julian Silk
Anonymous

Emerald
Rabbi (Yehudah NaNassi) said:
Which is the proper path that a man should choose for himself?
Whatever is a credit to himself and earns him the esteem of fellow men.
—Pirkei Avos
Pearl: we will miss your smile brightening the office.
Thank you for all of your dedication to the families of Beth Sholom.
May you go from strength to strength.
Debbie and David: we are proud to share your love
of the Beth Sholom community as
you lead by example to help to make the shul a better place.
Mazal Tov to you and all of tonight’s honorees
on this well deserved and very special honor.
Sharon and Steve Lieberman

Lili- I love you so much.
Thanks for being such an amazing daughter, sister, and role model. I am so inspired
by your volunteering and caring for others. I know you will be successful at whatever
you set your heart on and can’t wait to see what the future holds for you.
Pearl- Thank you for your years of service to Beth Sholom. We've lived in the
community for 23 years now, and its going to be strange to come to the Beth Sholom
office and not see your smiling face. B’Hatzlacha on your retirement!
David & Debbie- Thank you for your countless efforts and contributions to improving
and managing Beth Sholom. Three terms as President… no words.
May you continue to go from strength to strength.
Renee and Benji- Mazel tov on your recognition with Lili as teen volunteers.
“Stepping up” (and yes, simply waking up) to lead teen minyan and youth groups and
serve as examples for Beth Sholom’s youth is inspiring. Best of luck to all of you in
Israel next year, and we look forward to seeing you continue as
young Jewish leaders in the years to come.
To my Fellow CSS Volunteers, it's a pleasure working with you to
keep Beth Sholom safe and welcoming.
With Gratitude— Debra Reiter Panitch

Emerald

Emerald
Mazal Tov to all the honorees!

Mazel Tov to you all!
May you go
from strength to strength.
Tanya and Al Lampert

We are so fortunate to have known each of you,
but one, (David) since we were little (Pearl and Debbie)
or since you were little (Benji, Renee and Lili).
We feel so lucky to have all of you in our lives.
Thanks for all you have done
for the Beth Sholom community.
Each of you has contributed
to making this place a
vibrant and welcoming shul.
Tizku L’mitzvot
Paul, Sara, Akiva, Raanan, and Natan Glashofer

Debbie & David
Thank you for your leadership.
You are welcoming, kind, and generous.
Pearl
We appreciate your many years of service to our shul.
We knew you way back when!
Renee, Lili, Benji
You are so positive, creative, and energetic...
enjoy Israel and college!
CSS team
You are brave, impervious to the elements,
and you get to wear super-cool earpieces on Shabbat!
Thanks for keeping us safe.

כל הכבוד

Bashi and Roger Packer

A Very Special Thank You
to all of our
Sponsors who helped
make tonight's
celebration a
great success.

A big thank you to
Debbie and David Felsen
for your dedicated service
to the Beth Sholom community.
You have played a major role
in guiding the shul to
future growth.
A very big thank you
to Pearl Bassan.
You are an Eishet Chayil
who has brought
goodness and kindness
to many generations
of Beth Sholom members.
David and Katie Colburn
Colburn Family Foundation

Mommy and Daddy,

We are so lucky to have you
as our parents, role models,
and best friends!
No two people are more
deserving than you both.
Thank you for showing us
hard work, dedication and a
love of Judaism!
We are so happy to be
celebrating you with
all our our friends and family
—mazal tov!
Love you!
Briana and Sammy

Lili— We are so proud of you!
From Torah Tots to preschool
to Davening Divas and
then teen congregation,
your love for Beth Sholom
has always been evident.
Your Jewish pride and leadership
at both Beth Sholom and
at Berman Hebrew Academy
is inspiring.
We love that you have followed
in the footsteps of all of your grandparents
in feeling the need to
contribute and volunteer.
May you always be
as sweet and wonderful
as you are today
and continue to grow
and impact others.
We love you— Mom and Dad

Congratulations
to our wonderful Granddaughter
Lilianne Kayla Panitch
on her exemplary achievements,
youth leadership
and love for Beth Sholom.
We love you Lili!
With Gratitude
Poppy Stanley and Grandma Marcia Reiter

Mazal tov to all of the honorees,
and a special mazal tov to
Benji Wilbur,
babysitter extraordinaire.
— Michael, Tovah, Kira, Zach, and Eliana Koplow

Mazel Tov to
Debbie, David, Pearl,
Renee, Lili, Benji
and all of the CSS Volunteers.
Thank you for your time
and dedication to our community.
Andrea, Howard, Samantha, Allie and Maxie Wiener

Congratulations to all of our
community honorees on this well-deserved honor.
May you go from strength to strength!
Lynn Charytan and Marc Zweben
Angela Gadsby and Avi Hofman
Sam and Sharon Galitzer
Victoria Plaza and Andy Finke
Ora and Reuben Rosenfeld
Debbie Snyder and Giorgio Kulp

Thank you and Mazel Tov to all of our honoreesTo Pearl thank you for a lifetime of service to Beth Sholom. Enjoy the
time with your family!!
To Debbie and David, you epitomize what it means to be caring,
thoughtful and committed to this community and this Shul.
And by the way thanks for leaving me some stuff to do….lol
To our wonderful CSS Volunteers- your dedication to Beth Sholom is
deeply appreciated. Thank you for helping to keep us safe.
And finally to Lili, Renee and Benji….as you prepare for your next
adventure (in Israel) you should know that you leave an amazing
legacy, and have set a high standard for the youth leadership
that will follow in your footsteps.
With great admiration and appreciation.
Kim and Arnie Hiller

Beth Sholom's presidential family
is happy and brave,
Proved by the Felsens,
both Debbie and Dave.
Calming the office,
which is always a-twirl,
Is a cool and collected manager
named Pearl.
MAZEL TOV to the honorees
from Rikki and Nat Lewin

Mazel Tov
to all of our honorees.
Thank you
for everything you do.
Debbie & Oscar Chemerinski

Yasher Koach to all our honorees.
Your efforts on behalf of the shul
and the community are
truly inspiring.
The Fox Wing Minyan

Mazel Tov to Pearl Bassan on your recent
retirement, and on being recognized for your
50 years of commitment and dedication
to Beth Sholom.
A Yasher Koach to all of our CSS Volunteers
for their devotion to the safety and security of
Beth Sholom.
 כל הכבודto our Teen Honorees, Renee, Lili and
Benji. May you go from strength to strength.
Debbie and David Felsen

Mindful
for You

Thank You to the
Beth Sholom Honorees

Helping Senior Citizens and People with Disabilities
with the Business Aspects of Everyday Life
Vera Kurlantzick 301-367-2859 vera@mindfulforyou.com

Dear Benji, We are so proud of you and your commitment to
community service, and especially for running the Teen Minyan.
We know first hand how much time and effort you put into
coordinating it every week. May the merit of all your hard work serve
to ensure the Dolphins make the play-off’s next year! :)
We love you!
Mommy, Daddy, Ashley and Kira

Mazal Tov to all the honorees!
Amy and Jud Subar

Mazal Tov to all the Honorees!
TO PEARL BASSAN
WITH ADMIRATION
AND APPRECIATION
FOR MORE THAN 50 YEARS OF
DEVOTED SERVICE TO BSCTT
WITH LOVE FROM TOBY AND PHILIP BERMAN

Mazal tov Renee!
We're so proud of your service
to the Beth Sholom community!
Grandpa Lenny and Grandma Sylvia,
Aunt Jessica and Uncle Ben, and Uncle Everett

MAZEL TOV TO ALL THE HONOREES
You all exemplify excellence in demonstrating
your commitment to Beth Sholom.
Thank you for your service to our community!
Ilene & Syd Schneider

To our amazing Rabbanit Fruchter, Rav Yehoshua really got
it right when he said "Make for yourself a Rav (a teacher);
acquire for yourself a friend". — Much love from your dedicated

students/devoted friends. We will bring our timbrels to celebrate you
wherever you are! Nira Berry, Hinde Bogner-Orenstein, Fay-Ann Brodie,
Lisa Charnoff, Anne Clemons, Miriam Cohen, Suzanne Feinstein, Debbie
Fisch-Sasson, Elissa Goldfarb, Joanne Jacobson, Deborah Katz, Julie
Korenman, Jocelyn Krifcher, Avivah Litan, Belly May, Benita Sandler,
Glynis Smith, Suzette Tanen, and Debbie Weinstein

Congratulations to all of the Beth Sholom honorees,
but especially to the most Wonderfuller of them all,
our Renée.
We are so proud of you.
Love Mom, Dad, Casey and Toby

MAZAL TOV To Debbie and David Felsen, Pearl Bassan,
Renee Fuller, Lili Panitch and Benji Wilbur
With great love, admiration, and appreciation
Miriam and Mordecai Feinberg, Leslie, Jonathan, Matan, Vered, and
Itai Feinberg, Briana and Sammy Felsen,
Stefanie Zelkind and Joshua and Ari Feinberg

Tributes
Mazal tov to the honorees
and thank you for all of your hard work for our shul.
Bev and Bert Anker

Pearl — You have been a treasure to our community.
Thank you for for the gift of your wisdom and kindness over the years.
Kol Hakavod! Hindy Bogner-Orenstein and Family

Pearl,
You are the greatest!
Your dear friend, Norma Burdett

For Mr. Felsen,
The sandek says Mazel Tov!
Sheldon Chaban

Thank you to all of the advertisers who have
shown their support by placing ads in this year’s
Tribute Journal. Please consider using their goods
and services. When you do, please be sure to
tell them you saw they supported Beth Sholom
Congregation’s Tribute Journal, and are therefore
happy to support them in return.

To the Pillars of the Community, Mazel tov, Debbie and David!
Love, Jack & Debby Franks

Mazal Tov & Thank You to All of The Honorees
for Your Dedication to Our Shul!
Cindy & Chad Freeman

Congrats ex-Spartan and Mrs. Felsen.
But why are you always so far behind me?
Love DF (but not MF approved)

Mazel tov to all of the honorees!
Heather & Ben Greenblum,
Dalia, Maya & Tova

Tributes

Tributes

Mazel Tov to all of this years dedicated honorees.
Thank you, Pearl for your years of dedication to our Beth Sholom community.
Michele & David Klein

David, Debbie, Pearl and the CSS Volunteers
Mazal tov and Kol HaKavod.
Harriet Ganson & Elliot Pinta

"A woman of valor who can find? Far beyond pearl is her value.”
In honor of Pearl Bassan, a true Aishes Chayil
Robert & Hannah Klein

Congratulations to
Debbie and David!
Michael Rothbaum

The Kotler family
thanks the CSS volunteers for their commitment and dedication
to the safety of our community.

In honor of Debbie and David.
Lonny was our dearest friend.
Thank you for honoring his memory. Buzzy & Lois Schiff

Mazel tov to Pearl Bassan & the Felsens.
Thanks for your hard work for the shul.
Robert & Janet Kreitman & family

Mazal Tov
to my dear sister, Pearl Bassan
Rochelle & Chaim Spring

Mazal Tov to all of our honorees!
Thank you for your service and for being an essential part of our community.
With appreciation, Belinda and Adam Lehman

In honor of David and Debbie Felsen
and in memory of Lonny Felsen z”l
Laura, Vince, Avi & Naomi Wallace.

Mazel Tov to the honorees.
In appreciation for all you do for the Kehilla.
The London Family

Pearl,
We love you!
Fanny & Elissa

Mazal tov, Lili!
We are so proud of you! We love you very much!
Aunt Alise, Uncle Kenny, and the kids!

Mazel Tov
Karen & Allan Barall
Laura Barbanel
Susan & Albert Belsky
Marlene & Alex Brezak
Ruth Brinn
Marion & Hal Dinitz
Simi & Sammy Franco
Faith Ginsburg
Julie Straus Harris & Adam Harris
Michelle & Jon Goldberg
Vera & Menachem Katz
Susan & Milton Koch
Judith & Fred Kranz
Annette Lakein
Evelyn Marcus-Wheeler
Andrea & Lou Marmon
Susan & Phil Neuberg
Freida & Jeff Paskow
The Prywes Family
Deedee Rosenfeld
Janet Rottenberg
Christine & Jon Sargent
Debbie Fisch-Sasson & Gideon Sasson
Nathalie & Audrey Schwart
Mira & Eric Silberg
Stacy Weiner & Yoel Tobin
Mindy & Shmuel Tolchinsky
Nancy & Judge Avram Weisberger
Samuel Williamowsky
Rinny, Len, Miriam, & Isaac Yourman
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Pillars of Community:
Debbie and David Felsen
CSS Volunteers

Special Recognition in
Appreciation for
50 years of Service:
Pearl Bassan

Teen Honorees:
Renee Fuller
Lili Panitch
Benji Wilbur
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Potomac Scotch & Learn
Congratulates the Honorees
As students of Talmud (and whiskey), we eagerly welcome
all who wish to learn, even David Felsen. We appreciate
David’s insight and humor in class. OK, mostly his insight.
We also admire his commitment to Jewish text. We are
shocked, however, that he doesn’t realize that Debbie
pays us to get him out of the house every Shabbat afternoon.
Thank you David and Debbie for all you’ve done,
and continue to do, for Beth Sholom!!!

Mazal Tov
Pearl, CCS, Debbie and David.
Thank you for all you do
for our community.
Benita and Robert Sandler

Silver Sponsors
Tobie Beckerman & David Gebler
Vera & Robert Loeffler
Na’ama Lewin & Jules Polonetsky
Adie & Neil Roth
George Snyder
Julia Korenman & Howard Tracer

Bronze Sponsors
Wine Harvest
Arlene & Charles Karesh

Other Contributions
Susy & Daniel Altmann
Susan & Max Bronstein
Oreet & Richard Foltin
Bob Gross & Family
Sandy Karlin
Margaret Klaff
Jeannie Engel & Bruce Klein
Natasha & Scott Nadel
Debby & Richard Waxler
Craig Yokum

Tributes

Congratulations to the honorees.
Especially to Pearl on her retirement and for her many years of service to Beth Sholom.
Claudia & Gil Carpel

Mazel Tov and Yashar Kochachem to the Felsens, Pearl Bassan,
CSS Volunteers and the teen honorees.
Chesman & Murik Families

Mazel Tov to Debbie and David
on this well-deserved honor.
Pamela Edison

Tributes (con't)

Congratulations to all the honorees.
Rosalinda & Raúl Fainchtein
"It’s not how much or little you have but how much you do with it."
Mazel Tov, David & Debbie.
Love Zayde's Brood

Mazel Tov to all of our honorees!
Thank you for your service and for being an essential part of our community.
With appreciation, Belinda & Adam Lehman

Yasher Koach to Pearl, Lili, Renee, Benji, Debbie & David
on this well deserved honor!!
Fondly, Stu, Debbie, Sammy & Elie Melnick

Congratulations to the 2019 Beth Sholom Honorees!
Warmly, Marcia & Benjamin Pelton

To the CSS volunteers,
Thank you for keeping our children and our community safe. We are so grateful.
The Skolnick Family, Eric, Julie, Dalia, Avi & Eitan

Tremendous gratitude to all honorees!
Special shout out to the Felsens whose generous hearts will inspire our family always!
Ellen, Sina, Ilana, Noah & Eli

With much admiration and appreciation for
Debbie & David Felsen, Pearl Bassan and CSS Volunteers.
Laurie & Robert Wexler

Mazel Tov

Harriet Edleson
Michelle & Jon Goldberg
Wendy Revel
Marcy & David Sussman & Family

